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1.0 INTRODUCTION

TRW, along witi’ other government contractors, universities and govern-

ment and national laboratories , has been engaged in research programs over

the past several years with the principal objective of development of an

electronic transiti on chemical laser. These studies were motivated by a

need of the Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Air Force for the

development of a high energy chemically pumped laser in the wavelength region

between 300 nanometers and 2000 nanometers with the potential for high

average power for min imum system weight. To date, there have been no

demonstrations of a pure chemical electronic transition laser. Also , much

of the research has been hampered by the sparsity of data availabl e on most

molecules .

The major effort of the present contract was concentrated on studies

of ways of pumping the A2rr state of the CM molecule. The second part of

the contract concentrated on studies of the chemical pumping of the bl:+

and a~~ states of NF. These studies continued an effort begun under Contract

F29601-73-A-0036-OO1 which was funded by ARPA and monitored by the Air

Force Weapons Laboratory.

The objective of the program was to determine whether the chemical

energy released in hydrogen—fl uorine reactive flows could be used to populate

the upper level of a candidate laser molecule. Primary emphasis was on CN

and NF as candidate laser and energy transfer species because of the data

available on these sYstems. In the case of CN , the spectroscopy and potential

energy curves are known and critical radiative lifetimes have been measured .

CM has also lased on the A2ri - X2: transition in pulsed flash photolysis

1
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and discharge experiments . In the case of NF , the spectrocopy for the

pertinent states has been studied and recent studies at Aerospace Corporation

have established pertinent lifetime and kinetic data which makes the system

appear i nteresting . Thus , the candidate species are well characterized.

The report is divided into two sections. The first section concentrates

on studies of the CM system. Detailed studies of production of CM in a

combustion system are reported wi th measurements of upper and lower state

concentrations. The second section reports on studies of the production of

NF excited states by strictly chemical means . Both studies were conducted

using TRW ’s small scale chemical laser facility which will be described in

detail.
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2.0 STUDY OF CN PRODUCTION IN HYDROGEN-FLUORINE FLAMES

2.1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Towards the end of the technical effort on Contract F2960l-A-73-0C36-

001 , extremely intense emission from the A2~ state of the CM molecule was

observed in hydrogen-fl uori ne-cyanogen flames . This observation was very

encouraging because of the ideqtification of properties of this state of

CM which indicate that it could be a good candidate for chemical laser pro-

duction . The desirable properties of the CM molecule are:

• A 7 microsecond lifetime (1) which is long enough to make a

mixing laser possible and also to allow achievement of high power

in a laser system.

• Displacement of the A2: and X2z potential energy curves (re for

X2z~ is 1.1798; re for A2n is 1.2332 (2). A potential energy dia-

gram of CM showing the transitions of interest is presented in figure 1.

• The fact that the A
2: - transition of CM has been lased in

both flash photolysis~~ and electric discharge systems.’~~

Preliminary experiments under the previous contract indicated that the

cyanogen-fluori ne—hydrogen flame system might be capable of creating a

population Inversion between the A2: state and certain vibrational levels

of the X~z
’
~ state of CM . A suninary of these experiments is given below .

Red emission was first observed in tests in which NE3, F2 and H2
were being burned in the precombustor of a combustion driven laser and

cyanogen and deuterium added downstream . Adjustment of flows to optimize

emission showed maximum intensf ties when only fluorine , cyanogen and hydrogen

3
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Figure 1 . Potential energy curves for CM.
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were present. Spectral studies showed that this emission was CM (A2: ~
x 2z) red band emission . The emission intensity in the 0-0 band of the

CN (A2: X2z) system at l .lu was optimized by appropriate adjustment of

flows and pressure . The number density in this band was determined by scan—

fling the emission with a calibrated spectrometer, integrating the chemi-

luminescent intensity and using the radiative lifetime of the CM (A2:)

state to calculate the number density . Such a determination gave a number

density of the order of 1015 molecules/cm 3 in the 0-0 band of CN alone .

This corresponds to approximately 3% of the number density of the cyanogen

present.

The suggestion was made that some of the CM A2: state is formed by

vibrationa l to electronic energy transfer from HF (v > 3). To test this

thesis, deuteri um was substituted for hydrogen in the experiments .

Wi th deuteri um , the CM (A 2n) state could be populat ed from transfer from

OF (V > 4). It was found that comparable CM (A2n) emission intensiti es could

be obtained with deuteri um although somewhat different ratios of F2: (CU )2:

H2(D 2) were required . This result can be explained if transfer rates from

HF and DF to CM are equall y fast or if some other mechanism pumps the CM.

Cyanogen was next replaced by cyanogen chloride. The logic was that

the weaker CM-Cl bond compared with the NC-CM bond should facilitate CM pro-

duction. Indeed , it was found that CNC1 burned with a more stable flam e,

with less H2 or D2 and gave higher number densities of CM excited state at

l ower cavity pressures than when (CM) 2 was present.

A prel iminary attempt was made to determine the CN X~: state pop-

ulation using absorption spectroscopy. A microwave l amp giving CM (B2z -
~~

x2:) emission was used as the source. A spectrometer with an EM16256

5.



phot omultiplier was used to monitor the source emission . Source intensity

with and without the CN—R/F 2/D2 flame was monitored and corrections made

for the CM (B2: -
~ X2:) emission from the flame . With the (CM) 2 flame ,

~ipproximate1y 95% of the emission was absorbed in a 15 cm path . This is

in the nonlinear absorption region maki ng it difficult to set an upper

bound on CM ground state population . However , in the CNC1 flame only 5%

of the source intensity was absorbed indicating that the ground state

population is less than ~l0
l3 molecules/cm3. Unfortunately, emission and

absorption experiments were not performed under identical flow conditions

so these tests were very prelimi nary .

Some lasing tests were conducted using two mirror configurations. First

tests were tried with gold coated mirrors with a hole outcoupler mounted

external to the Brewster angle windows . The next tests were conducted wi th

mirrors dielectrically coated for maximum reflectance at l.4u (the 0—1

CM (A 2: -
~ X2:) transition). These mi rrors were mounted inside the cav ity.

No lasing was indicated with the gold-coated mirrors . With the dielectric

mirrors a ratio of 20 between tuned and spoiled cavities could be achieved .

However , a spectral scan wi th very poor resoluti on indicated no line narrow-

ing .

The tests described above were conducted only for a very limited range

of experimental conditions and were i nconclusive for determination of

whether the flame system could be made to lase. Thus , the current program

was initiated to evaluate the potential of fluori ne—hydrogen flames as a

means of exciting the A 2: state of CM .

The object of the research conducted under this program was to conduct

6



very detailed studies of the cyanogen flame system to evaluate its lasing

potential. This section reports on the results of these detailed studies .

2.2 EXPERI MENTAL

2.2.1 Experimental Apparatus

The hardware used for these experiments was a 15 cm gain length laser

nominally used for HF/DF laser studies . A photograph of the device is shown in

Figure 2. The device is built In rectangular modules constructed of aluminum .

For these studies , only fluorine flowed through the precombustor of the laser.

Thus, the precombustor w~s used as an injection port for fluorine. The

fluorine passed from the precombustor through a “side-on ’ type of injector.

This consisted of a rectangular supersonic nozzle, with fuel injected from

a series of holes located along the two long edges of the nozzle. The hydro-

gen and cyanogen compounds were premixed in the line leading to the injector

and injected into the fluorine flow through the “side-on ” injector holes .

The cavity , where mixing occurred , could be reviewed either through Brewster

angle wi ndows to allow viewing along the laser axis or through chemi l umines-

cence wi ndows to allow viewing perpendicular to the laser axis.

For absorption experiments , a source of CM (A2: - X2z) emission was

required. The sma1l~st scale HF laser described in detail in section 3.2

was used as a burner for this purpose.

2.2.2 Diagnostic Equipment

The most Important diagnostics performed on this system were absorption

to measure ground state populati ons and emission to measure exci ted state

7 
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population. It was found that absorption of an isolated line of the (0,0)

band of the (A2: -‘ X2:) transition of CN could be used to determine the

concentration of the X2Z state of CU. As noted above , a small HF laser

in which fluori ne, hydrogen and cyanogen were burned was used as the source

for the emission experiments. Upper state concentrations could be deter-

mi ned by observation In emission of the same line used for the absorption

experiments .

A schematic drawi ng of the experimenta l configuration used to perform

emission/absorption experiments is shown in Figure 3. A photograph of the

actual experiment is shown In Figure 4. The arrangement had the two lasers

in series . The optical system was designed so that radiation from either

the burner or the reaction cell could be monitored. Since the same CN line

could be used for both emission and absorption measurements, It was possible

to easily accumulate emission and absorption data almost simultaneously

using the same spectrometer. This was done using two choppers and two

lockin amplifiers . One chopper at 98 hertz was placed at the entrance slit

of the spectrometer. This was used to isolate the signal from the burner

from that of the reaction cell. The other chopper at 167 hertz was placed

between the burner and reaction cell. This was used to record absorption data.

A two pen recorder was used to record the data .

The spectrometer used for these experiments was a 0.3 meter McPherson.

It was equipped with a 600 l1ne/n~n grating blazed at 1.6w. A PbS detector

cooled to 77°K was used for detection . A 700 nm cuton fi l ter was used to

prevent higher order radiation from hitting the grating and enteri ng the

detection system.

9
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Figure 3. Schematic of experimen tal configurati on for
emission/absorption experiments .
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For determination of excited state number densities from emission

intensities , the entire spectra l detection setup incl uding optics , spectro-

meter and detector was calibrated. This was done by placing a calibrated

light source In the same optical position as the chemiluminescence source.

Care was taken in optical design to insure the optics are completely filled

and that the slit image Is smaller than the standard source. Two standard

sources are availabl e, an Eppley standard l amp for wavelengths from 250 nm

to 1 ~m and a standard blackbody source at known temperature for infrared

wavelengths . Spectral radiance as a function of wavelength is expressed In

units of watts mi cron~ ster~ cm 2.

When the standard source is in place , the signal measured by the detec-

tor Is equal to

S~(x) = A 5w5N~T~ (1)

where A
~ 

is the slit area, 
~ 

Is the solid angle collected , N~ 
is the

spectral radiance of the source , and T
~ 

Includes the spectral response of

the detector, spectrometer and optics . When chemi luminescence is observed,

the signal intensity is

SCh (A) A5w 5Tx~~
N
~

A
~l

L (2)

where v Is the frequency of the transition , is the number density of

species in the upper state, A
~1 is the Einstein coefficient for the observed

transition and 2. is the optical path length.

can be obtained by dividing equation (2) by equatIon (1). It can be

Gxpressed as

(3)

12
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For broad transitions , N
~ 

is obtained by integration of the entire area

under the emission curve. If intensity in only one vibrational band in observed ,

equation (3) can be divided by the Franck-Condon factor of that transition

to give the total upper vibrationa l state number density . Peak heights were

used to determi ne number densities. These were checked by integration of the

area under the emission line to insure that the two techniques were in

agreement.

A Polaroid portrature camera was used to photograph the medium to

determine homogeneity . This proved to be a very useful diagnosti c technique

for determining what was happening in the cavity .

Temperatures were determined using emission spectroscopy of either

HF , DF or CM . For these tests the spectrometer was fitted wi th a 600 line/mm

grati ng blazed at 3u for HF/DF experiments or a 1200 line/rn grating blazed

at 750 nm for CM experiments . For these tests, only relative peak heights

were important so the spectrometer needed to be calibrated only relatively,

not absolutely.

In order to compute CM ground state densities from absorbances using

the fo rmulas in Section 2 .3 .7 , several requirements need to be fulfilled .

The fi rst requirement is the accurate measure of the absorbance for an individ-

ual spectral line as has been descri bed earlier. A second requirement is

that both the source and medium be Doppler-broadened or that the type of

broadening present be known .

Considerations of Doppler width and pressure broadening coefficients

lead to the conclusion that Doppler half-widths should exceed the collision

broadening half-width by about one order of magnitude at T 3000°K and pres-

sures of 10 to 100 torr .

13
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The Doppler width (full width at half-maximum ) is given by

= 2 ~~~ ~
I—;ç

~ 
7 . i o~

6 (4)

while the collision width is given by the classical Lorentz expression

~
W L L M T ( ~ç)+(ç) (5)

where and M2 are molecular wei ghts of CM and its pri nci pal coll ision

partner , N the total ntsnber dens i ty, and 
~L

2 is an “optical” collision cross 4

section which generally is about 5 . 10 ~~2 The value of 
~

W L is about

1.7 x lO~~ cm~ at 10 torr and 8.5 x lO~~ cm 1 at 50 torr . At l.l~i and

3000°K . 1
~

W D Is about 0.07 cm~~. Therefore, the Doppler width is a factor of

10 larger than the collision width , indicating that the assumption of Doppler

broadening is justifi ed under the run conditions of these experiments . How-

ever , it was considered desirable to verify this experimentally. Also , a

thi rd requirement for computation of CU ground state densities is that the

source line is not self-absorbed .

Ta measure linewidths and to check for self absorption , a scanning

Fabray-Perot interferometer was used . Plates wi th 98.5% reflectivity at

l.l5i.a were obtained and the system was adjusted for a fr~t; 
~pectral range

of 0.026 nm . Optical tables were mounted around the laser to provide a

table support for the optics and the system was aligned using l .l5~
He - Ne laser . Figure 5 shows a scan wi th the Fabray-Perot interferometer

of the alignment laser. The two features In the scan are due to two

separate laser lines . The fine structure observed is due to the laser

m ode structure. When an attempt was made to scan the output from the CN

burner , no fringes were observed even though numerous adjustments and a

14
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large amount of time were devoted to this task. It was felt the difficulty

was due to the fact that the experiments were conducted in the infrared

spectral range where visual alignment was impossible and where detector

systems are relatively insensitive. Thus , there was no sure method of deter-

mining wheth~r the emission from the burner was focused on the interferometer.

Thus , the decision was made not to invest more time in interferometer measure-

ments since analysis indicated that the assumption of Dopp ler broadening

should be valid.

2.2.3 Choice of CM-Lines Used for Emission/Absor ption Experiments

For ease of experimentation , it was decided that the specific absorpti on

of an isolated rotational line of the (0,0) band of the CN (At -a. X2z)

transition would be used . There were two major criteria used for this choice .

The first was that this band is the most i ntense In emission giving a better

signal to noise ratio for the absorption experiment. The second reason was

that the v” = 0 level of the X2z band is the l owest energy level in CM . This

means that the absorbance is directly proportional to l ower state density .

It also allows determi nati on of populati ons in other X2z state levels by

assumi ng thermal equilibri um exists in this state.

Detailed spectroscopy of the burner was required to insure that a sing le

rotational line could be Isolated . The initial step was to use known spectra-

scopic data from Davis and Phil l1ps~
5
~ to select a line. A survey of the

location of rotational lines in the (0-0) band of CN showed that the most

Isolated rotational lines are:

16
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P 1 ( 10) = 1105.2114 nm nearest line 0.32 nm away

P 1 (14) = 1108.7934 nm nearest line 0.26 nm away

Q1 (16) A = 1104.1444 nm nearest line 0.24 nm away

Q 1 (20) A = 1107.2666 nm nearest line 0.26 nm away

Q 1 (24) A = 1111.1783 nm nearest line 0.25 nm away

Q1 (25 ) = 1112.2790 nm nearest line 0.22 nm away

High resolution spectra were then run using the McPherson spectro-

meter to verify that these lines could be isolated wi th the chosen optical

system. It was found that 0.1 nm resolution could be easily achieved with

this system . The spectrum of the CM flame was scanned over the six candi-

date P1 and branch lines . It was found that the branch lines were

more intense than the P1 branch lines and hence easier to use for reference.

A portion of the high resolution spectrum showing the Q1 (24) and Q1 (25) lines is

shown in Figure 6. The Q1 (24) line was somewhat arbitrarily chosen from the

list of candidate lines as the reference line for the absorption and emission

experiments . Peak heights were monitored rather than attempting to integrate

the area of the line for each measurement.

2.2. 4 ChoIce of System Components for Study

The first step in this program was to decide which cyanogen—containing

compounds would be most desirable for study . The first criteria for selection

of CU-contain ing compounds were low boiling point s and commercial availabilit y .

Table 1 lists the most volatile CN—containing compounds wi th their

respective boiling points , dissociation energies and heats of

formation . Using this table as a guide , C~iBr , CH 3CN and CH3NC were

eliminated from consideration by their relatively high boiling poi nts and

17
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low vapor pressures . CNF and CH3NC could be eliminated because they were

not commercially available and are difficult to store even when synthesized .

This preliminary screening l eft HCN , (CM )2, CUd , CF 3CN and C2F5CN as

potential CM-donors .

The second criteria for selection was their capability of producing

the CN radica l in the reaction with either fluorine or hydrogen atoms.

Table 2 summarIzes the reactions of hydrogen and fluorine atoms with the

CN-containing compounds and their corresponding reaction enthalpies. This

table indicates that CM radicals can be produced in the reaction of either

F or H atoms with any CM—containing compound with the exception of cyanogen.

However, none of these reactions produces the 26 kcal/mole required to excite

CM to the A state.

W i t h  the above considerations added to ease of procurement , HCN and

C1CN were established as the primary candidates for study. Backup candidates

were CF3CM , C2F5CN and (CM )2. Flames using both hydrogen and deuteri um were

studied .

Choice of gases to use in the reference burner were guided by practica l

considerati ons . Cyanogen was used as the CM—radical source because of its

ready commercial availability . Deuterium was used in place of hydrogen to

avoid any interference from the HF 2-0 overtone emission .

Gas flows were monitored by the pressure behind calibrated orifices .

All gas flowrates were carefully calibrated us i ng Matheson 8142, 8163 or

8164 mass flow meters with a Matheson 8143 flow indicator.

Conventional gas handling techniques were used for all gases. The only

problem encountered was with CNC1 which appeared to react wi th the pump oil

forming a solid compound which eventually caused the pump to stop running .
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Table 1.

Boiling Points , Dissociation Energ i es and Heats of
Formation of Several CN-Containing Compounds

Compound Point 
9

0C Da (kcal ) Db (kcal ) ~Hf
b 

~Hf
C

*HCN 26 114 120 32.39 32.3

(CM )2 —20.7 112 128 73.4 73.87

*CNC1 13.8 - 97 32.8 32.97

CNBr 61.6 - 83 46.1 44.5

CNFd -46.2 - ~ 111 ~ 7.4 8.6

CH 3CN 82 103 ~ 110

CH3NC 59.6

-68°C -118.4

C2F5CN -35°C

*Most desirable compounds to study .

a. T. 1... Coltrell , The Strengths of Chemical Bonds (Butterworth ’ s , London ,
1958).

b. 0. 0. Davis and H. Okabe , J. Chem. Phys . 49 , 5526 (1969).

c. 0. R. Stul l and H. Prophet, Eds., JANAF Thermodynamic Tables. Second
Edition , NSRDS—NBS37, June 1971 .

d. Liquid cyanogen fluoride , CNF , is rapidly converted to polymeric materials
at room temperature. However, it can be stored In the gas phase at atmos-
pheri c pressure. The compound has to be synthesized .

20
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Table 2.

Reactions of Hydrogen and Fluorine Atoms
With CN-Contalning Compounds

Compounds Reactions ~H (Kcal)

H + HCN -~ H2 +CN +16
HCN F + HCN -~ HF + CN -14.9

F + HCN -a. FCN+H + 9

(CN) H+ (CN )2
-a. HCN + CN + 7.9

2 F + (CN )2 ÷ FCN + CM +16.6

H+CNC 1 -’- H C l + C N - 5.9

CNC1 H + CNC1 + HCN + Cl —23.7
F + CNC1 -a. F C N + C l  -14.9
F + CNC1 -~~

. FC 1 + CN +37

H + CNBr -a. HBr + CM - 5.9

CNBr H + CNBr -a. HCN + Br -39.1
F + CNBr -a. FCN + Br -30.3
F + CNBr -a. FBr + CN +23

H + CNF -
~ HF + CM -23.5

CNF H + CNF -a. H C N + F  - 8.8
F + CNF + F2 + CM ÷75.3

H + CH3CN -a. CH4 + CN

CH 3CN 
H + CH 3CN -

~~ HCN + cH3
F + CH3CN -a. CH3F + CM
F + CH3CN -a. CH2CM + HF

H + CF3CN -a. CF3H + CM ~ 0
H + CF3CN 

-
~ HF + CF 2CN N.A .

CF 3CN H + CH3CN -a. HCN + CF 3 -14 .1
F + CF3CN + CF 4 + CN -22
F + CF3CN -a. FCN + CF3

21 
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Care had to be taken to change the pump oil often when using this compound

and even with this precaution , pump performance degraded with time . The

pump eventually had to be returned to the manufacturer to be rebuilt.

2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Experiments to Optimize Emission Intensities

Most experiments on the CU system were performed for a fixed position

in the cavity, i.e., both the optics and laser positions were fixed . For

these experiments , the observation region was approximately 0.5 cm below the

mixing nozzle. Later tests were run at various cavity positions. These

results wil be discussed in section 2.3.4.

The fi rst tests performed were designed to optimize the emission from

the A2ii state of CM . For these tests, the spectrometer was set to monitor

CM emission as a function of flowrate of an individual species . Some

representative plots obtained in thi s optimization procedure are shown in

Figures 7 through 9 for the F2/D2/CNC1 system. Figure 7 shows a plot

of the CN emission intensity versus fluorine flow with D2, CNC1 constant

at two separate cavity pressures. Note that the emission intensity

is sharply peaked and that the peak Is dependent on pressure. Figure 8

shows the dependence of emission intensity on deuteri um flow with

fluorine and cyanogen chloride flows constant. Again the emission

intensity peaks at a certain deuteri um flow and the position at which it

peaks is dependent on pressure . Figure 9 shows the dependence of

CN emission IntensIty on cyanogen chloride flow for fixed F2 and 02
flows. The signal changes very slowly with CUC1 flow once a critical

flow is reached .
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FIgure 7. Plot of emission intensity versus fluorine flow
with D2~ 

CNC1 constant.
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Figure 8. Plot of emission intensity versus deuterl um flow
wi th F2, CNC 1 constant.
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Figure 9. Plot Of emission intensity vers us CNC1 flow
with F2, 02 constant.
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For many of the experiments performed, the F2, 02 and CNC1 flows were

optimi zed at a given pressure . Then data was accumulated by keeping flows

constant and changing the pressure by throttling the pump . Thus , all data

were not collected at “optimum ” emission conditions . However, spot checks

were run to determine that the correct trends were being predicted. These

checks indicated that the given procedure was satisfactory .

2.3.2 Results of Emission/Absorption Experiments for F2/H2/CNC1 and F2/D2/
CNC1 Flames

The majori ty of the experiments were performed using cyanogen chloride

as the cyanogen donor. These studies were performed using both H2 and 02
to determine if any di fferences were present.

Plots of emission intensity and absorbance for F2/H2/CNC1 flames

are shown in Figures 10 and 11. These data cover three sets of flow

conditions. Qualitatively, this data indicates that at higher total

flows the emission intensity increases while the absorbance decreases.

This will be discussed in more detai l in the section on data reduction .

Plots of emission intensity and absorbance for F2/D2/CNC1 flames are

shown in Figures 12 and 13. As In the case with F2/H2/CNC1 flames , increas-

ing the flow caused increased emission Intensities and decreased absorbances .

Thus , qualitatively, it appeared that increased flows were tending to increase

upper state densities while decreasing those of the lower state.

2.3.3 Results of Temperature Measurements

Accurate temperature data was required both to reduce the data in

SectIon 2.3.2 to number densities In Individual rotational -vibrationa l

levels of the A~n and X
2z states of CM and also to extend this data to cover

26
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Figure 10. Plot of emission intensIty as a function of
pressure for several H2, F2, CNC1 flow condi tions .
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Figure 11 . Plot of absorbance as function ot pressure
for several H2, F2, CNC1 flow conditions .
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pressure for several F2, D2, CNC 1 flow conditions.
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Figure 13. Plot of absorbance versus pressure for several
F2, D2, CNC1 flow conditions .
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populations to other rotational-vibrational levels. Preliminary measure-

ments used chemi lu-minescence from the R-branch of the 1-0 HF vibrational

transition to determine temperature . These data are summarized in Figure 14

where plots of temperature versus pressure are shown . These data indicate

that the temperature increases linearly with pressure and decreases wi th

increased CNC1 flow. A check of these temperature :oeasurements was made

making the assumption that the vibrational levels of the A state of CM were

in thermal equilibri um. For this determination the relative number densities

in vibronic levels of CN were plotted versus the vibrational quantum number

v ’ . The slope of this plot was used to determine the temperature . There was

a discrepancy of approximately l000°K in temperatures determined by these

two methods . It is most likely that the HF temperatures were incorrect since

high concentrations of ground state HF were present in the flame that the 1-0

transition could have shown self absorption . This problem has occurred before~~
for determination of high HF temperatures .

Temperature data were next taken using high resolution spectra of OF.

Simultaneousl y, low resoluti on spectra of CU covering the spectral range

from 680 to 780 nm were taken to determine the vibrational temperature of

CN for ~v = 3 transItions . Typical plots of OF number density in various

rotational -vibrational states versus ~J(J + 1) where J is the rotational

quantum number are shown in Figure 15. Note that the data from the 1-0

band is very scattered and has a different slope from the data obtained

us i ng the 2-1 and 3-2 branches . This can be explained by OF self-absorption

of emission from the 1-0 band. This Is consistant with problems encountered

in determination of temnerature from HF data. The temperatures obtained

from the slopes of the 2 ~ and 2-1 bands were In agreement.
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FIgure 14. Plot of HF chemiluminescence temperature versus
pressure in F2/H2/CNC1 flame.
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The CN vibrational populations are proportional to the intensity of

the transition divided by the fourth power of the frequency v and the

Franck—Condon factor g. Plots of J/v4g versus vibrati onal quantum number

v ’ are shown in Figure 16 for three sets of experimental conditions . The

data labeled low flow indicate flow rates of F2 = 3.3 mmoles/sec , D2 = 2.9

moles/sec and CNC1 = 0.65 moles/sec. The data labeled high flow corresponds

to flow rates of F2 10 mmoles/sec, 02 = 7.9 moles/sec and CNC 1 1.69

moles/sec. Low pressure corresponds to 19.6 torr whereas high pressure

corresponds to 41 torr . These plots indicated that the vibrati onal - - - .21s of

the CM A state are thermally equi li brated as ev id enced by the li near i ty of

the p lots .

A comparison of temperatures determined using OF and CM chemi l uminescence

is shown in Table 3. Two sets of OF data are included . The top f ive sets

used onl y the lower values of the rotati onal quantum number J (up to J = 16)

whereas the bottom three sets included higher J values (up to J = 28). There

was very good agreement in the lower three sets of data between the CM

temperature and the temperatures determined from the 1-0, 2-1 and 3-2 P-branch

lines of the OF spectrum . These data sets used the higher J levels of OF.

This comparison illustrates the need to use higher J levels in temperature

determinations from OF chemiluminescence.

The data in Tables 3 indicate that the temperature in the medium is

only a function of flow and is not a function of rpessure . Thus , for a

given set of flow conditions , it is necessary to determine the temperature

only once. It also Is sufficient to determine temperatures using onl y CM

spectra. This observation significantly reduced tht’ time required to obtain

needed temperature data .
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2.3.4 Spatial Intensity Distri butions in F2/D2/CNC1 Flames

Some discrepancies were observed between i ntensity versus pressure data

taken on the previous contract(6) and that taken in the current studies .

Figure 17 is from the previous contract report and illustrates the dependence

of emission on pressure in an F2/H2/CNC1 flame. In this study, a relatively

sharp maximum in i ntensity was observed at 8 to 10 torr total pressure. In

most of the tests run with the present system, the intensity continued to

increase as the pressure was increased . To understand this discrepancy ,

careful observations of the F2/02/CNC I flame were made. To monitor variations

in flame structure , a Polaroid camera with black and white film was focused

on the chemi l umi necence window in the laser cavity . The window had the

dimensions of 5.7 cm long by 5 cm wide. The nozzle was 15 cm long so only

a central portion of the flow field was observed. Figure 18 shows examples

of photographs taken at flow conditions of F2 = 7.7 ninoles/sec , D2 = 6.1

moles/sec and CNC1 = 1.3 moles/sec and pressures of 5, 10 and 15 torr.

Similar photographs are shown in Figure 18 for flow conditions of F2 = 3.3

mmoles/sec , D2 = 3.9 moles/sec and CNC1 = 0.65 moles/sec for pressures of

5, 10 and 15 torr. The critical information gained from these photographs

is that the position of the flame in the cavity moves as the pressure in

the cavi ty is vari ed, probabl y due to a change in gas vel ocity as the pump-

ing speed is changed . This information can be combined with the fact that

observations of emission intensity were made at a fixed position to explain

observed discrepancies. In the current studies , observations were made close

enough to the nozzle that the most Intense part of the flame was probed

at high pressures . The observations under the previous contract were made

further downstream. This would account for the sharp rise In emission
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Figure 17. Plot of CM emission intensity versus cavity
pressure obtained on pri or contract.
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as the flame came within the viewing range of the spectrometer and the grad-

ual drop in intensity as the flame became more compressed near the nozzle at

high pressures. Thus , trends In emission intensity are very dependent on

observation position. The photographs In Figure 19 show non-uniformities in

the flow in both the x and y di rections. This type of flow field would

certainl y not be likely to produce gain.

The spatial variations in i ntensities in the flame were studied more

quantitativel y by insta lling a mechanism which allowed the spectrometer to

scan in the x (width) and y (height) directions along the side window

as shown in Figure 20. For simplifi cation , the spectrometer was set to

observe the peak of the (3,0) band of the CM red system at 6954A. Scans

were first made in the hori zontal direction. The vertical position was then

changed and a new scan was made In the horizonta l direction. Results of

these scans are i l lustrated in  Figures 21 through 23. FIgure 21 corresponds

to the flow condition in Figure 18 with a pressure of 10 torr. Scans over

three y positions are shown in this figure. These scans illustrate that the

intensity is low near the nozzle, increases towards a maximum at .y = 2 cm

and decreases again near the bottom of the cavity . Note there are some

variati ons in Intensity along the x—axl s although the sharp drop at x = 5.6 cm

is probably due to the limi ted field of view of the spectrometer near the edge

of the cavity . These variations certainly imply uneven number densities of

CM excited states across the cavity . The data In Figures 20 and 21 corres-

pond to flows of F2 = 3.3 moles/sec, 02 3.9 moles/sec and CNC1 = 0.65

mmoles/sec at pressure of 5 and 10 torr respectively. For the 5 torr case

in Figure 22, the Intens i ty is seen to gradual ly increase as y is increased

to approximately 0.8 Inches. Beyond this point the flame became unstable

unti l y became equal to 1.6 Inches where a stable region of intensity was
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again observed . The fall in intensity at the edges is real in this case.

Some of it could be attributed to the nitrogen window purg e pushing the flame

towards the center of the cavity . This condition could be improved by l ower-

ing the purge flow . In Figure 23 where the pressure is increased to 10 torr,

a dramatic fall in intensity is observed near the center of the cavity . This

dark spot persisted for all pressures higher than 10 torr.

The above observations show that under certain flow conditions , a very

non—uniform i ntensity field is observed . Thus , they indicate that the obser-

vation position and flow conditions are very important variables to observe

when conducting gain experiments . Thus , as a resul t of the above observa-

tions, detailed emission and absorption experiments were performed to probe

the F2/02/CNC1 flame as a function of vertica l position.

The experimenta l arrangement used to probe the flame as a function of

vertical position was identical to that used for the fixed position measure-

ments . The only vari ati on was that the 15 cm laser to be probed was moved

vertically using an adjustable bellows located in the pumping line under-

neath the cell. The burner and optical train remained fixed .

Emission and absorption experiments performed as a function of vertical

position concentrated on the low pressure conditions where the fl ame extended

over a large part of the cavity and where there was a definite flame front.

Scans were run under two flow conditi ons: “low 0 flow , which corresponds to

F2 3.3 moles/sec, 02 = 2.9 mmo l es/sec and CNC1 = 0.65 mmoles/sec ; and

“high ” flow, which corresponds to F2 = 7.0 rmioles/sec , 02 = 6.1 moles/sec

and CNC 1 = 1.3 rnmoles/sec .

Figure 24 shows plots of emission and absorbance versus vertical dis-
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tance for the “high” flow conditi on . Four pressure conditions are includ ed on

this plot. Figures 25 and 26 show plots of emission and absorbance versus

vertical distance for the “low ” flow condition at 5 and 10 torr respectively.

For this flow condition , the effect of changing the purge flow on the emission

and absorbance was studied . This was motivated by the data in Figures 22

and 23 which shows a drop in intensity near the edges of the window. This

indicated that the purge tends to drive the flame i nward . The data in

Figure 25 illustrate that there is more emission at low purge flows . How-

ever, as the pressure is increased as in Figure 26, the purge tends to have

less effect. Convers ion of this data to number densities will be discussed

in Section 2.3.7.

2.3.5 Effects of Total Pressure

The data in Figures 25 and 26 showed the effects of purge flow on

emission and absorbance. During the course of obtaining thi s data it was

observed that the total pre ssure in the cavity was critical in determining

emi ssion intensities . For example , if flows and pumping speed were held

constant and window purge gas flow increased with no additional pressure

adjustment , the i n t e n s i t y  increased dramatically. However , if the pressure

was then readjusted to its ini tial value the intensity dropped back near

Its original level . This effect could be achieved only through addition of

purge which did not affect the actual flame . When diluent (He) was added

with the fluori ne, a dramatic drop in intensity of A state emission was

observed as soon as any diluent was added . Temperature determinations

s howed a corresponding drop in temperature.
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2.3.6 Visible Spectroscppy

Detailed visible spectra were taken to aid in understanding of the pro-

cesses involved in the excitation of the CU to its A state. A log plot of

the visible spectrum from 300 to 900 nm for two conditions Is shown in

Figure 27. These spectra were taken for flows of F2 = 3.3 moles/sec, D2 =

2.9 mol es/sec and CUCI = 0.65 moles/sec and pressures of 20 and 60 torr.

The main features are CM (B2z X2z) violet bands , C2 (A 31g X3rr u) Swan

bands, and CU (A2rt -
~ X 2z ) red bands. This spectrum was taken using the

0.3 m spectrometer wi th a 1 200 lIne/mm grating blazed at 5000A. An RCA

C31034A photomultipler was used as a detector. In the figure , no correction

is made for the spectral response of the detector system. The major differ-

ence In the two scans appears to be that a continuum is present under the

other features at hi gher pressures . Al so, the intensity of the C2 Swan

bands relative to the other features In the spectrum has increased . This is In

agreement wi th the fact that the flame appeared white at the higher pressure.

Calibrated Intensities were used to compare the Integrated Intensities

in the (2,0) band of the CM red system with the (0,0) band of the CU blue

system. These intensities were converted to values proportiona l to tota l

densities in the v ’ = 2 l evel of the CM red band and the v ’ = 0 l eve l of

the CM blue band by dividing by appropriate Franck-Condon factors. This

comparison gives the ratio CU (82z, v ’ = 0)/CN (A~n , v ’ = 2) equa l to

4.5 x l0~~. The temperature of the medium for this run was 3000 ± 200°K.

The experimenta l value of B to A emission corresponds to a temperature of

2400~K if the B and A states were In therma l equilibrium. This does not

provide conclusive proof of whether the excitations In the flame are caused

by purely thermal processes. Further discussion of this will be given In

Section 2.4.
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2.3.7 Data Reduction

The data presented in the earlier sections gave emissions in terms of

volts and absorbances. In order to be meaningful , these numbers must be

reduced to number densities . In the analysis that follows, the assumption

is made that the source and absorbing medium are both Doppler broadened .

From Mitchel l and Zemansky ,~
7
~ the expression for absorption of an

isolated Doppler broadened rotational line by a medium that is also Doppler

broadened and contains the same species is

A = ( 6)

where 9~. is the pathlength , ~ is the ratio of Doppler widths in the source

and absorbing CM and k0 is the absorption coefficient. Mitchel l and

Zemansky also define the absorpti on coefficient as

k0 = ~3—.~,/1~i2L ~~2 
~~~~ 

(7)

where Av 0 is the Doppler width in sec~~, 11v ”J” is the number density in the

l ower vibration—rotation l evel and f is the appropriate f-number. From

Schadee,(8) the f-number for transitions between two rotationa l levels in the

X and A states of CN is

x q ,

J ’ J ”  — ~~~ el 2J” + 1

where x,,,,,,, and ~~~~ are wavelengths of the bandhead and absorption line ,

respectively, 
~el 

is the electronic f-number which Is tabulated for CN ,~
8
~

is the Franck-Condon factor and S,~ is the rotational line strength.

Combining equations (7) and (8) gives
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~v ’v” . . ~~~~~~~~~ 
S~
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~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~ x,~ ,

~~~~~ 

el 2J” + 1 ~9)

Number densities in the l ower state can then be calculated by combining

equations (6) and (9).

For emi ss ion, the number densities in the upper v ’, J1 level can be

calculated from equation (3) using the appropri ate Einstein coefficient.

Using the expressions of Schadee for the Einstein coefficient , A J I J I S ) the

number density of the upper l evel can be expressed as

N - 

~ 
/ m \ /A ~~~IJ I~ \ 2(2J ’ + 1) 1v ’J’ - em 
~ 8n 2h 2)  

~~~ v
1
V ” ) ~~~~~~ ~ei 

. S~ 
( 0)

where is the emission intensity in units of ergs/sec cm3.

In evaluating the above expressions , care was required in using the

correct expression for the Honi-London (HI) factor S~. The expressions

given by Schadee assumed that

~~~~ ~~~~ = (2s + l)(2J’ + 1) = 2(2J ’ + 1) (11)
~. z  ~J

The expressions for the HI-factors for a 2~ - transition are given by

Ear ls~~~. However, when his HI-factors are summed over all transitions

from or to a given rotational level the sum is (2J’ + 1)/2. Thus , the HL-

factors of Earls had to be multiplied by a factor of 4 to be applicabl e in

the above expressions.

Numerical values were applied to the above expressions. For absorp-

tion , the number density is slightly dependent on temperature. For a temper-

ature of 2900°K, the expression for the number density in the lower l evel

Is
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N~,24 = 2.72 x l& 2 A (12)

while for a temperature of 3600°K

= 2.84 x l012A (13)

For emission , data was taken at two different slit widths : The F2/H2/CNC 1

data being taken with 6Ot~ slits and the F2/D2/CNC1 data being taken wi th

lOO i slits . Calibrations were compared to Insure that the data taken wi th

the two slit widths was compatible. For 6Ou slits

= 1.05 x l0~ S(~v) (14)

while for l00~i slits

= 1.48 x io8 S(iiv) (15)

where S(~v) is the emission signal In uv and the number densities have units

of molecules/cm 3.

The data reported in earlier sections was reduced using the above

formulas . Figure 28 shows the number densities of CN in the v ’ = 0, J’ = 24

and v ” = 0 , J” s 24 levels of the A t  state for F2/H2/CNC1 data presented

in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 29 shows the same number densities for the

F2/D2/CNC1 data presented In Figures 12 and 13. It should be noted that number

densities are very similar , regardless of whether H2 or D2 Is present in

the fl ame . Figures 30 and 31 show the results of number densities versus

vertical position in the flame for the F2/02/CNC1 system. This corresponds

to the data presented In Figures 21 through 23. In all these figures the

densities in the X state are given by the top set of curves and the densities

In the A state are given by the lower set of curves . In all Instances , the
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lower state density in the v” = 0, J° = 24 state exceeds the upper state

density in the v ’ = 0, J1 = 24 state by the order of a factor of 10.

2.3.8 CM-Donors Other Than CNC1

The initial program plan included the study of HCN and CF3CN as CM-donors

along wi th CNC1 . With this in mind , HCN was purchased from Fumico and CF3CN

was purchased from PCR , Incorporated .

Difficulties were encountered with HCN be:ause of its relati vely low

vapor pressure. As HCN was drawn off, the remainder of the HCN liquid in

the tank cooled, causing the pressure to drop . Thus , run times were too

short to allow quantitative collection of data. Qualitatively, it appeared

that emission intensities of the CN band comparable to those obtained wi th

CUC1 could be obtained with very low flows of HCN . The flame also appeared

very stable and uniform . An attempt was made to warm the HCN bottle but

with little success. There were warnings of explosion changes due to rapid

polymerization if the HCN cylinder were heated above approximately 50°C.

Thus, only limi ted testing was conducted with HCN wi th no conclusive results .

When CF3CN was added to the F2, H2 flame , very intense chemi l uminescence

was obtained . The flame appeared white near the nozzle and became pink

toward the end of the viewing region . A spectral scan of this flame showed

that the CM blue band i ntensities were much more intense than in CNC1 , H2,

F2 flames . In fact , the (0,0) band of CN (82z - X2z) emission was the most

Intense feature in the spectrum . The intensity of the C2 Swan bands was also

considerably enhanced compared with the CNC1 flames . This Indicated that

some chemistry was taking place In the system, some of which involved the

CF3 radical. From the visible portion of the CM spectrum the CN vibrational
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l eve l s  appeared to be in thermal equilibrium wi th a vibrational temperature

of 2800°K. Since this temperature is comparable to that in flames with

CNC1 , the white emission could not be attributed to a higher temperature.

Flow rates were F2 = 4.6 ninoles/sec, D2 = 3.3 moles/sec and CF3CN = 0.7

moles/sec.

2.4 DISCUSSION

The objective of the current program was to evaluate chemical pumping

of the A2n state of the CM molecule for potential as a chemical laser system.

The present discussion of the data obtained will therefore stress the laser

aspects of the CM-system .

The most important parameter to consider in evaluating a laser system

is gain. For a diatomic molecule , the gain G is

G = 
(
~~~

)

l/2 ‘A 

~~~~ 

( M 1~~~:J 1  - (16)

For the CM A2n state, g ’ = 4(2J ’ + 1) while for the CN xc state,

= 2(2J~ ~ 1). If a Q—branch transition is considered wi th J 1 =

equation (15) can be simplified to

G = 
(

~~~)l/2 A 

~~~~ 
(N ’ V I J I  - 2N II

v uI juf ) (17)

where A is the Einstein coefficient for the desired transition. Number

densities for N6 24 and N~~24 were shown In Figures 28 - 31 for severa l

conditions . These data, combined wi th equation (16), show that there is no

gain in the (0,0) transitIon of the Ac - CM transition . It is useful

to extrapolate thi s data to the v” 1 and v ” = 2 l evels of the X2z state.
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If thermal equilibri um is assumed

= exp [~(E;24 - E6 24)/ kT ] (18)

Two temperatures will be considered . The first is 2800°K which appl ies for

the “low ” flow cases and the second is 3600°K which applies for the “high°

flow cases. The most probable transition where gain could be achieved is

the v ’ = 0, v” = 2. Therefore, population in N~~24 will be considered . The

energy difference between v” = 2, J~ = 24 and v ” = 0, J” = 24 is

8.075 x io_ 13 erg. Thus , using equation (17), N~~24 = 0.1055 ~~~~ at

2800°K and N° ~ = 0.197 N~ ~ at 3600°K. Two cases can be taken for2 ,~~~-,
illustration. From Figure 28, for the lowest flow case (1 = 2800°K),

~6 24 equals 3.9 x 1010 and N~,24 equals 6.2 x io ’1 . From this , N~~24
equals 6.5 x 1010. Therefore, the gain is proportional to

G (N 1 ~~ I J I  - 
~~~~~~ 

= -9.1 x 10~~ (19)

With the higher flow case (T = 3600°K), the gain is proportional  to

-9.6 x 1010. This indicates absorption for both cases. Similar results

are obtained in choosing other data for analysis. The best result indicated

that the lower state density would need to be a factor of at least 3

lower to reach a condi tion of equal gain. Unfortunately, no change in

conditions could achieve thi s change.

From the above analysis , It appears that If the flow could be cooled

such that the A state density remained the same but the vibrational levels

in the ground state were in thermal equilibrium , a chance of gain in the

(0 ,2) transition would exist. However , it is possible that density in the
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A state would also be lost in suc~’ a cooling process. Thus, at the present

time, the hope for a CM laser using fluori ne hydrogen flames for pumping

appears remote.

The other point which deserves discussion is the mechanism whereby

the CM is excited . Dens ity measurements and comparison of A and B state

intensities indicate that the numbers observed in the A state are greater

than would occur by a stri ctly thermal mechanism. However , it Is very di~ f i-

cult to postulate a believable mechanism to account for A state exc itation.

The CM system was abandoned after all data appeared to show at least

a factor of 10 between the v ’ = 0 , J’ = 24 and v ” = 0 , J” = 24 levels. Thus ,

the remainder of the contract was spent on the chemical pumping of NF which

will be reported in the next section .
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3.0 CHEMICAL PRODUCTION OF NV EXC ITED STATES

Emission from the tIF (b 1z~ ) state was first reported in NF3 - H2 and

N2F4 - H2 flames by Goodfriend and Woods~~
0) in 1965 although they did not

assign the state or propose a production mechanism. Clyne and White~~~
- . 1 +  1observed that metastable , electronically excited NV (b 

~ ) and NE (a A)

molecules were produced by reaction of hydrogen, oxygen or nitrogen atoms

with NF2 radi cals. They also noted the formation of nitrogen atoms in the

H/NV2 reacti on. Later, Herbelin and Cohen~~2) re-examined the hydrogen

atom/NF2 system and clarified the mechanism by which NV excited states are

formed in this system. The mechanism they proposed to account for their

experimental observations is:

H2 HFt H (20a )

F +  D2 -
~ + D (2ob)

CH 4 OFt CH3 (20c)

X + NF~ -~ XFt + NF(X 3E )  (21)

X + NV2 -. XNF2
* 

-~ XFt + NF(a 1A ) (22)

HF(v > 2) + NF(a1A ) HF(v - 2) + NF(b1Z~) (23)

H NF(X 3t1 HFt (24a)
+ -~ + N( 2D)

D NF(a 1A ) DFt (24b)

N( 2D) + NF(a 1A ) -
~~ N2

(B311
g) 

+ F (25)

In the above , X denotes H, D, or CH3.
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These early experiments were conducted in a flow tube where NF2 radicals

were produced by a discharge through NV 3. Later , a subsonic laser device

in which F atoms were generated In a discharge through SF5, and fi2F4 and

hydrogen were added to the heated flow to produce NF2 radicals and H atoms ,

allowed scaling of NV (a1A ) production to 1.4 x 1015 molecules/cc)13)

Concurrently, experiments at TRW in which NV 3 had been used as a fuel

In a CW HF chemical laser Indicated that NV excited states were produced

in a strictly chemical system.~
6) At this time , experiments were also

performed to study energy transfer from NV metastable states to other species

which would be potentially better laser candidates. However, results from

these tests were minimally encouraging.

Because of the success of Herbelin et. al . at Aerospace Corporation

In scaling NV production making use of F atoms to generate H atoms needed

for HF production , it was desi rable to study NE production in a system where

all species , including F atoms , were produced chemically. It was also

desirable to use heat generated In production of F atoms by combustion of

F2 and H2 to dissociate N2F4 into NE2 radicals. The existing CW laser

facility l ocated In the Penthouse laser facility at TRW seemed ideal for

this study . Thus , the last part of the contract was spent in pursuing

these studies . The following sections present the results of these studies .

3.1 EXPE R IMENTAL

3.1.1 Experimenta l Apparatus

The apparatus chosen for these studies is the smallest of TRW ’s CW HF

chemical laser devices. A drawing of the laser assembly Is shown in
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Figure 32. The laser hardware is constructed in a building block arrange-

ment. Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of the laser. A photograph

of the device is shown in Figure 33. For experiments with N2V4, the

combustor was modifi ed to include injection ports 1 , 2 and 3 inches from the

nozzle. The ports were simply holes located on opposite sides of the

diameter of the combustor. The holes were located 90° from the cooling

water ports shown in Figure 32. For some experiments, longer Brewster angle

windows were used to allow study of emission as a function of distance from

the mixer. A bellows section located below the heat exchanger allowed adjust-

ment of laser position .

It was desirable to perform some experiments in a device wi th a longer

gain length. For these studies , the laser described in Section 2.2 for

the CN work was used. A photograph of the nozzle and mixer used for these

experiments is shown in Figure 34. This is called a “side-on ” injector

because fuel is injected through holes along each side of the nozzle. For

the NF experiments , N2V4 was injected through the holes in one side of the

mixer while hydrogen was injected through holes in the other side. This

device has a 15 cm gain length and was used to study an alternate mixing

concept . The hardware used in these experiments Is described in even

greater detail elsewhere. ( 14)

3.1.2 Diagnostics

The major diagnosti c used to monitor the experiments was chemi l umi nescence

spectroscopy. A 0.3 m McPherson spectrometer with a 1200 lines/mm grating

blazed at 7500A was used for the spectral measurements . An RCA C31O34A

gallium arsenide photodetector was used to detect the radiation . The
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Table 4.

Characteri stics of Components of Small Testbed Laser

Combustor: Water cooled alumi num or nickel with quartz tube insert
Length: 30 cm
Diameter: 3.8 cm
“Raised post burner ”

Nozzle: Water cooled stainless steel
Height at exit plane 1.2 cm
Expansion ratios of 13:1 , 8:1, and 4:1 produces with
duplicate hardware havIng throat heights ranging from
3 mm to I mm .
Gain l ength: 6 cm

M ixer : Uncoo led copper
“Busanann biplane ” design
Vane spacing of 3 mm and 5 m center to center
Five fuel injection hol es/vane

Hole diameter: 0.5 mm
Hole spacing : 2 .5 mm
Hole position: Staggered on opposite sides of vane

centerline

Cavity : Uncooled aluminum
Inner diameter = 8.9 cm
Detachable Brewster wi ndow holders
Sapphire window observation parts

Heat Exchanger: Water cooled alumi num
Constant section : 8.9 cm I.D.
Length: 30 cm
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spectrometer was used on its side as the slit image was horizontal. A

4—inch focal length toroidal mi rror was used to give a 1:1 image of the

300 um x 1 cm slits . ?~ 4800A cut on fi l ter was used in all experiments

to elimi nate any second order radiations from shorter wavelengths . The

spectrometer-photomultiplier assembly was calibrated using an Eppley filament

l amp to allow determination of absolute light fl ux. The slit image of the

spectrometer was placed on the filament and was smaller than the l amp source.

The total photon flux from an emitti ng state is proportional to the

i ntegrated area under the emission curve. However, experimentally it is

more convenient to monitor the peak height. Therefore, to make data

accumulati on easier , several scans over desired emission curves were run and

rati o of peak height to area determined. This ratio was found to be constant

over a wide range of intensities . Therefore, for data col l ection , only the

peak height was monitored and the peak height to area ratio used to convert

the data to absolute photon fluxes. As will be discussed later , It was

virtually impossibl e to isolate the NF (a~~) state emission from nitrogen

first positive and HF overtone emissions. Consequently, most measurements

of absolute photon flux were made using NV (b k) state emission . A radia-

tive lifetime for this state of .016 sec~~~ was used to reduce photon fluxes

to number densities of b state.

The laser device used in these studies has been characterized extens ively

in the past(14) as to F atom concentrati ons produced In the laser precombustor.

These measurements indicated that the fl uori ne atom flows were from 75% to

90% of the F2 flow. These measurements were not repeated for this program.

No conveni ent diagnostic was found for NV 2 radical concentration . This type

7.’
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of measurement would have been very useful in characterizing the system

as there is a question as to the concentration of NE2 radicals enteri ng the

mixing region.

Temperatures in the active region were determined using HF chemilum-

inescent spectroscopy . A toroidal mi rror was used to focus a 1:1 image of

the laser cavity onto the spectrometer entrance slit. An indium -antimonide

detector was used . The entire optical system was flushed with dry nitrogen

to el imi nate absorption of the HF lines by water vapor in the air. The slits

of the “HF” spectrometer were located vertically to the nozzle so good spatial

resolution in the flow direction was not available. However, trends in

temperatures under different flow conditions were obtainable.

Pressure transducers are located in both the combustor and cavi ty to

allow the pressure to be probed under several run conditions .

3.1.3 Gas Handlinif

All the consti tuents used under the program were gaseous . Fluorine

was handled using standard procedures wi th remotely operated values at

critical points. Flows were measured by monitoring the pressure on the

high pressure side of calibrated orifices . These flows were calibrated

using Matheson flow transducers . The tetrafluorohydrazine was obtained

from Hercules Incorporated. It was handled in the same manner as fluorine.

All lines which came into contact wi th tetrafluorohydrazine were passivated

with fluorine before Nj4 was admitted.

3.2 RESULTS

Experiments were run with four separate configurations. The first
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three sets were run using the small HF laser device wi th 13:1 , 8:1 and 4:1

expansion ratio nozzles . The fourth set was run with the 15 cm device

and the “side—on ” i njector nozzle.

3.2.1 Preliminary Experiments

Initial experiments were conducted using a quartz—lined nickel corn-

bustor which contained only one port for introduction of N2F4. This port

was simply a line entering the side of the combustor and was l ocated 5 cm

upstream from the expansion nozzle.

Before introduction of N2F4, tests were conducted to verify that the

system was functioning properly as a DF laser. For these tests, F2 and H2
were burned in the combustor to produce F atoms and 02 was added through

the mi xer. The first mixer tested was a “side-on ” injector with a 1 x 3 cm

exit area and a 13:1 area expansion ratio nozzle. This particular mixer had

never been tested on the small device. Only 1 watt OF power was produced

with thi s nozzle. A “Busemann biplane ” nozzle was then Installed wi th a

13:1 area ratio nozzle. With this system, 7 watts of CW DF power were

obtained with the same flow conditions as with the “side-on ” injector. This

indicated that the “sIde—on ” injector was not mixing properly In this laser.

Therefore, tests In this system were conducted using the nine vane , four

hole biplane injector with severa l different area ratio nozzles .

The first tests using N2F4 were run to verify that the system was

worki ng properly. Flows were 2 moles/sec fluori ne , 0.88 moles/sec hydro-

gen , 2 moles/sec helIum , 2 moles/sec deuterlum and 2.8 moles/sec nitrogen

purge. The flow of N2V4 was 0.165 moles/sec. These flows produced a
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yellow flame that was extinguished when 
~2 was turned off . A spectral scan

showed the emission was nitrogen first positive which overl apped the region

where the NF (a~A) state emits . When hydrogen was substituted for 02 in the

cav i ty , the green emission band from NF (b 1z) appeared as well as the nitro-

gen first positive emission. The intensity of b state emission increased

linearly wi th N2F4 flow up to a flow of 0.22 moles/sec. Again , all emissions

ceased when the cavity hydrogen was turned off.

Methane was next added to the cavity in the place of hydrogen. Blue

emission resulted which was attributed to C2 swan bands. The emission of

NF (a 1A ) could barely be discerned in the HF , A V = 2 overtone emission .

Photographs were taken of the emissions to determine spatial distri bution.

A photograph of the emission with a single inlet port for N2F4 is shown in

Fi gure 35. The emission is not uniform over the cavity . This can be noticed

near the mixer where there is a dark region on the right-hand side of the

photograph. There are also dark areas on the sides of the cavity . To

attempt to correct this , and also to study the effect of the position where

N2F4 Is added a new precombustor was built of alumi num with three pairs of

holes for additi on of N2F4. The holes could be aligned either parallel or

perpendicular to the slot of the expansion nozzle. This is Illustrated in

Figure 36. These pairs of injectors were located at distances 3.8 , ~3.9 and

14 cm above the nozzle. When the Nj4 was added parallel to the nozzle, a

dark region appeared In the center of the cavity as shown in Figure 37. Thus ,

it appears that the Nj4 did not mix well with the other combustor gases

before expanding through the nozzle. When the injection ports were turned

at right angles to the nozzle , the emission in the cavity became very uniform

as illustrated in Figure 38. Thus , it was found necessary to insure that the
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~KD~A. ADDITION OF N 2 F 4 PARA LLEL TO NOZZ LE AXIS

B. ADDITIO N OF N2F4 PERPE NDICUL AR TO NOZZ LE AXIS

F igure 36. Schemati c of location of ~2F4 injecti on ports .
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N2F4 was added properly. It would have been even more desi rable to have

had a more sophisticated mixer for Nj4.

Studies were also made of the effect of position where N2F4 is added to

the cavity . The three sets of ports were located at distances 5 cm, 10 cm

and 15 cm above the expansion nozzle. It was found that NF (b~~
’
~) signals

were strongest when Nj4 was added at ports closest to the nozzle. 
• 
When

the Nj4 was added higher in the combustor , the color of the flame changed

from yel l ow-green to white and the flame became unstable. The intensity

of NV b state emission also decreased . These studies indicated that it was

desirable to inject N2F4 close to the expansion nozzle.

These preliminary studies were conducted to establish general procedures

for running the experiments. Thei r major impact was in determining how to

add N2F4 and in determining which mixing nozzle to use for hydrogen. These

conditions were then kept constant and then experiments were conducted using

three different expansion nozzles .

3.2.2 Experiments with the 13:1 Area Expansion Ratio Nozzle

As menti oned above, three nozzles with different area expansion ratios

were available. The nozzle tested first had a 13:1 area expansion ratio.

Experiments were run with thi s nozzle that aimed at optimizi ng N F ( b1z~)
state emission for a given Nj4 flow . The manner in which ex~-~riments were

conducted was to first turn on the fl uori ne, helium and both hydrogen flows .

These flows were initially set for optimum HF lasing . The N2F4 was then

added and this flow set to some predetermined value. The NF (b1z4) emission

line at 5288A was then monitored while other flows were adjusted . The order
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in which fl ows were optimi zed was first fluori ne , second combustor hydrogen ,

and finally, cavity hydrogen . It was found that the intensity was extremely

dependent on the fluorine and combustor hydrogen flows and relatively insen-

s i t ive  to cavity hydrogen flow once this flow reached a critical value.

A study of the effect of hel i um diluent flow was also made after the

other flows had been optimized. Increasing helium caused the flame to become

unstable and the NF signal to drop. The other flows were readjusted but

the flame remained unstable. A decrease in helium also caused a decrease

in NF signal . Again , a readjustment 0f other fl ows did not bring the signa l

up to previous l evels.

A summary of flows of the various gases for optimum NF (b1f~) emission

at 5288A is given in Table 5 accompanied by the number dencity of NV (b F )

determined from the spectrometer calibration . This data is plotted in

Figure 39 to illustrate the manner In which the NF emission scales with

Nj4 flow. Note that the plot is not linear and bends over at the higher

N2F4 flows , even though intensity of NF emission still increases with

increasing Nj4.

Scans of the intensity of b state emission versus distance from the

mixing nozzle in the flow direction , X~, were performed. A typical scan

is shown in Figure 40. For all N2F4 fl ows run with this nozzle , the intensity

peaked at Xc = 1.3 cm. The intensities reported in Table 5 correspond to

those observed at this distance.

Scans of the region near 8742A where the NF (a~~ - x 3
~) transition emits

were made at several flows of Nj4. A scan at optimum b state emission for

an N2F4 flow of 0.25 moles/sec is shown in Figure 41. In thi s figure the
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Table 5.

Summary of Flow Conditions and Number Densiti es of

NF (b 1z~) for 13:1 Nozzle

1 +
_______ 

Flows (jnmoles/sec) 
_______ 

Pressure(torr) [NF(b z fl
N2F4 F2 H2(comb) H2(cav) He Combustor Cavity Molecules/cc

0.07 1.78 0.57 1.14 2 16.9 1.44 7.5 x

0.11 1.68 0.64 1 .16 2 18.0 1.42 1.17 x 1012

0.14 1.80 0.72 1.34 2 20.3 1.50 1.40 x io12

0.18 1.86 0.75 1.34 2 21.5 1.56 1.50 x io12

0.21 2.16 0.85 1.46 2 24.5 1.68 1.68 x i&2

0.25 2.26 0.97 1 .46 2 26.6 1.70 1.79 x iol2
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FIgure 41. Emission spectrum of flame from small laser.
Solid line is with no N2F4, broken line is with
Nj4 = 0.25 moles /sec .
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solid line is a scan with only the fluori ne and combustor and cavity hydro—

gens . The broken line is a scan with added N2F4. The R2 line of the 3-0

HE overtone lies at ~740A and is indicated by the arrow in the figure . The

R3 line of the 3-0 HF overtone lies at 8719A . Notice that the intensity at

both these lines increased with addi tion of Nj4 while the intensity of the

main band of the R branch of HF near 8670A decreased . The increase in inten-

sity of the lines at 8719A and 8740A is due to the a~ state of NV radiating

at 8742A and the 2,1 band of N2 first positive radiation at 8722A . If this

interpretation is correct, an estimate of the NF(a) state intensity can be

made by comparing the peak heights at 8742A wi th and without N2F4. Such a

procedure gives an estimate of the a state density of 8 x l0~ molecules/cc

for this particular flow condition .

Temperatures in the laser cavity were studied for two sets of flow

conditions using HF chemiluminescence data . HF scans we re fi rst run with

onl y fluori ne and hydrogen flows at distances of 0.5 and 2 cm. Nj4 was

then added and the same scans repeated . The data is summarized in Table 6.

The temperatures were lower near the nozzle , increasing with distance.

Addition of N2F4 lowered the temperature significantly in all cases , even

though it consti tuted a small fraction of the tota l flow .

At the conclusion of the tests with this nozzle, the system was changed

to include a 4:1 area expansion ratio nozzle. Results of tests with this

nozzle are s ummarized in the next secti on .

3.2.3 Experiments with the 4:1 Area Expansien Ratio Nozzle

Experiments were conducted in the same manner described in the last

section , i.e., flows were adjusted to give maximum emission at 5288A for
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Table 6.

Temperatures in Active Region with the 13:1 Nozzle

Flow Cond itions* N2F4 Xc(cm ) T(°K)

Set 1 No 0.5 980

Set 1 Yes 0.5 920

Set 1 No 2.0 1500

Set 1 Yes 2.0 1150

Set 2 No 0.5 800

Set 2 Yes 0.5 640

Set 2 No 2.0 1050

Set 2 Yes 2.0 750

*Vlow conditions (moles/sec)

Pur ge
Set F2 H2(comb ) H2(cav~ N2F4 He 1

~2

2.40 0.88 1.14 0.186 2.8 2.0

2 1.40 0.57 1.00 0.07 2.8 2.0
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a given N 2F4 flow . Results of these experiments are summarized in Table 7

and plotted in Figure 42. The optimum fl ows with this nozzle differ from

those observed with the 13:1 nozzle in that there is less variation in the

optimum fluori ne and hydrogen flows as N2F4 is increased . The major difference

between the two systems is the pressure at which the precombustor operates ;

the 13:1 nozzle producing a pressure three times higher than the 4:1 nozzle.

The variation of precombustor pressure with Nj4 fl ow is plotted in Figure 41.

This plot is linear illustrating that addi tion of N2F4 probably changes the

performance of the combustor. The cavity pressures wi th the two nozzles were

almost the same as they were determined by the pumping speed of the pump . In

general , number densities obtained wi th this nozzle were higher than those

obtained with the 13:1 nozzle, especially at higher Nj4 flows. A study of

• the effect of helium in the system was made. For fixed flows , increasing

the helium flow caused the NF signal to decrease. However , it was found

that when fluori ne and hydrogen flows were readjusted , the NF signal increased.

Thus , for an N2F4 flow of 0.186, the signal was 1.59 units wi th helium flow

2 moles/sec, fluorine flow 1.88 mmoles/sec, combustor hydrogen flow 0.95

moles/sec and cavity hydrogen flow 0.86 mmoles/sec. When the flows were

adj usted to He = 3~ 2 moles/ sec F2 = 2.1 moles/sec, combustor H2 = 0.95

moles /sec and cavity El2 = 1.2 moles/sec, the signal was 1.65 units . This

is only a small increase but did indicate that there is a range of flows

at which optimum intensity can be obtained .

Scans of intensity versus X~ were made. These scans illustrated that

for all flows , intensities were a maximum for the range of X~ from 1.0 to

1.5 cm.
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Table 7.

Summary of Flow Conditions and Number Densities of
NF (b1f~) for 4:1 Nozzle

________ 

Flows (mmol es /sec ) 
_______ 

PressureCtorr) [NF(b 1 
~:~)]

N2F4 F2 H2(comb ) H2(cav) He Combustor Cavity Molecules/cc

0.07 1.78 0.79 0.92 2 5.90 1.30 1.31 x 1012

0.112 1.78 0.80 0.80 2 6.20 1.33 1.31 x 1012

0.133 1.88 0.80 0.92 2 6.40 1.36 1.55 x 1012

0.152 1.78 0.88 0.80 2 6.60 1.38 1.72 x 1012

0.186 1.88 0.95 0.86 2 7.06 1.40 2.78 x

0.221 1.88 0.90 0.86 2 7.12 1.44 2.94 x 1012

0.256 1.92 0.97 1.20 2 7.68 1.50 3.22 x 1012
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Temperature data using HF chemiluminescence were taken for typical run

conditions used with this nozzle. All data were taken at the position where

optimum emission was obtained , i.e., X~ = 1.0 cm. A suniiiary of temperatures

obtained for various N2F4 flows is given in Table 8. For this nozzle, the

temperature tended to remain constant, regardless of the amount of N2F4 added .

The increase of intensities of NF emission with a change from a 13:1

to a 4:1 nozzle indicated that the expansion ratio of the nozzle is crucial

in determi ni ng NF concentrations. Thus , studies were next made wi th an 8:1

expansion ratio nozzle to round out the studi es.

3.2.4 Experiments with the 8:1 Area Expansion Ratio Nozzle

Experiments with this nozzle were conducted in the same manner as

described previously; the N2F4 flow was set and then other flows were adjusted

to give optimum NF b1z state emission at 5288A. Results of these experiments

are suninarized in Table 9 and plotted in Figure 44. As the N2F4 flow was

increased , the flows of fluorine and hydrogen in the combustor had to be

increased to obtain optimum emission . However, the Intensity of NE emission

was relatively insensiti ve to the flow of cavity hydrogen and this flow

remained constant, regardless of the N2F4 flow .

The main thing to note about the number densities obtained with this

nozzle is that they are higher than those obtained wi th either the 13:1 or

4:1 expansion ratio nozzles. This tends to Indicate that the combustor con-

ditions obtained wi th this nozzle produce more favorable F and NF2 concentra-

ti ons than obtained with the other nozzles .

The NF (b 1E~) concentration was still Increasing as N2F4 increased .
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Table 8.

Suninary of Temperatures with 4:1 Nozzle at = 1 cm

Flow N2F~ Temperature
(ni~ioles/sec) (OK)

0 1100 ± 100

0.07 1100 ± 100

0.133 1200 ± 100

0.186 1100 ± 100

0.256 1000 ± 100

*Other flow rates: F2 
a 1.78 nii~o1es/sec

H2 (comb) 
a 0.8 mmol es/sec

H2 (cab) 0.92 ninoles/sec
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Table 9.

Sumary of Flow Conditi ons and Number Densiti es of
NE (b1f’) for 8:1 Nozzle

Flows (ninol es/sec) 
________ 

Pressure(torr) [NF(b1 z~)]
N2F4 F2 H2(comb) H2(cav ) He Combustoi Cavity Molecules/cc

0.07 1.76 0.58 1.26 2 11.5 1.36 1.80 x 1012

0.105 1.89 0.65 1.26 2 12.8 1.40 2.63 x io 12

0.14 1.89 0.65 1.26 2 13.0 1.46 3.17 x io12

0.175 1.89 0.72 1.26 2 14.0 1.36 3.52 x i&2

0.210 1.89 0.82 1.26 2 15.1 1.34 3.68 x io12

0.244 2.08 0.90 1.26 2 16.8 1.42 3.83 x iol2

0.268 2.14 0.95 1.26 2 17.7 1.48 3.94 x 1012

0.280 2.14 0.95 1.26 2 17.6 1.44 3.83 x io12

0.294 2.21 1.02 1.26 2 18.7 1.46 4.10 x io 12

0.338 2.26 1.05 1.26 2 19.5 1.58 4.32 x io12
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However , the slope of the plot of NF emission intensity was smaller at
higher N2F4 flows than at low N2F4 flows.

Experiments were also conducted to determine the effect of cavity

pressure on NF emission intensities . For these tests, the pump was throttled

to i ncrease the pressure. Flows were then readjusted to give optimum NF

emission. When the cavity pressure was increased in this manner, the fl ame

changed color from yellow-green at normal pi.inping speeds to yellow for medium

pressures to white at higher pressures. The flame also moved in the cavity .

At low pressures , the cavity was filled almost uniformly whereas at higher

pressures the flame concentrated near the nozzle. Although temperatures

were not measured under the high pressure conditions, past experience i ndicates

that temperatures may have increased from 1 500°K to 2500°K. The whi te flame

was due to continuum radiation . Thi s could be blackbody radiation caused

by high temperatures . Table 10 summarizes the number densities obtained for

two pressures at two N2F4 flowrates. The NF density increased almost linearly

wi th pressure. The at which maximum i ntensities occurred was nearer to the

nozzle at the higher pressure.

It is interesti ng to note color changes which occur under norTnal run

conditions . At the lower flows, the flame appeared yellow-green . As flows

Increased a transition in color occurred unti l the flame became bright orange.

The orange was enhanced nitrogen first positi ve emission. The enhancement

at higher pressures could Indicate a three-body mechanism for formation.

3.2.5 Experiments with the 15 cm Device

Some experiments were performed with a laser with a 15 cm gain length.

For these experiments , only fluori ne and hydrogen were burned in the corn—
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bustor to form fluori ne atoms. The N2F4 
and additional hydrogen were added

to the cavity on oppos i te sides of the “side—on ” injector nozzle descri bed

in Section 3.1.1. Thus , these experiments di ffered from those performed

with the smaller laser in which the N2F4 was added.

Experiments were performed to characterize the performance of this

laser. A photograph of the flame in this device taken through the Brewster

angle window looking at the two sides of the injector is shown in Figure 43.

This shows a separation of the flow near the nozzle wi th the flame becoming

uniform near the bottom of the cavity. Because of the asymetry of the

flame, it was difficult to probe the system along the laser axis. Thus ,

chemiluminescence measurements were made through the side window perpen-

dicular to the laser axis.

Studi es were made of the variati on of Intensity of NE (b1z) emission

with variations in flow. Figure 46 shows the intensity versus fluorine

flow for flows of N2F4 equal to 0.25 rTlnoles/sec, coinbustor hydrogen equal

to 1.05 moles/sec and cavity hydrogen equal to 3 moles/sec. Figure 47

is a plot of intensity versus combustor hydrogen flow. In both plots , the

intensity is peaked at a decisive maximt4m . Figure 48 is a plot of intensity

versus cavity hydrogen flow. The intensity is a strong function of hydrogen

flow only at low flows. At higher flows there is little dependence of intensity

on hydrogen flow. Table 11 sumarizes experiments performed with varying

N2F4 flow. For these experiments , the N2F4 flow was set and the other

flows adjusted to give maximum NF emission . The number densities in the

table could be in error as much as a factor of two due to difficulties in

determining the viewing depth. Scans of density of NE versus distance from

the nozzle are also shown in Table 11 . Note the NF density reaches a local
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Table 11.

Sumary of Experiments Wi th 15 cm Gain Length ,
Side-on Injector Nozzle

Xc Flows(moles/sec) 
_______ 

Pressure( torr) [NF( b 1E~)]
(cm ) N2F4 F2 H2(comb ) H2(Cav) Combustor Cavity Molecules/cc

.6 0.25 4.3 1.05 3.00 18.9 0.36 1.4 x io12

.6 0.53 4.0 1.15 3.00 19.0 0.40 1.59 x 1012

.6 1.03 3.7 1.00 4.00 17.4 0.50 1.78 x 1012

.6 1.36 3.8 1.20 4.60 18.9 0.56 1.96 x 1&2

1 .0 1.36 3.8 1.20 4.60 18.9 0.56 1.52 x 1012

1 .5 1.36 3.8 1.20 4.60 18.9 0.56 1.31 x io 12

2.0 1.36 3.8 1.20 4.60 18.9 0.56 2.07 x iol2

2.5 1.36 3.8 1.20 4.60 18.9 0.56 2.94 x io12

3.0 1.36 3.8 1.20 4.60 18.9 0.56 3.38 x io12

4.0 1.36 3.8 1.20 4.60 18.9 0.56 3.73 x 1012
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maximum at Xc = 0.6 cm, decreases to a minimum at 1.5 cm and then continues

to increase for the viewi ng length that could be scanned. It was found that

maximum intensities were obtained with no diluent flow . Intensities dropped

sharply when any helium was added to the flow.

The temperature in the flame was determined using HF chemilumi nescence.

The temperature was found to be determi ned by the fluorine and hydrogen

flows. Wi th no diluent , temperatures ranged from 900°K near the nozzle to

l 600°K at the bottom of the cavity . Thus , the temperature was certainly

sufficient to convert the N2F4 to NF2 radicals. The no—diluent operation

suggested that high temperatures are desi rable for NF b state production .

Experiments wi th thi s system were limited by inadequate mixing . It

was also di fficult to increase flows sufficiently to attain higher cavity

pressures than 0.6 torr. These limitations will be discussed in the next

section.

3.3 DISCUSSION

The major purpose of these experiments was to determine what number

densities of NE excited states could be achi eved In a combusti on system

using existing hardware. For all experiments , densities of NF (b1f~)

were reported. These ranged from 7 x lo ll to 5 x 1012 mol ecules/cc. However,

densities of the NE (a~~) state are expected to be larger as this state is

formed by a more direct mechanism than Is the NF (b 1 z~) state. Unfortunately,

the emission from the “a” state was always over l apped by emission from

HF or nitrogen first positive , making direct determination of density in

this state impractical . Kinetic rate calculations were performed to aid

in estimating fla” state densities from “b” state densities . For these
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Table 12.

Kinetic Rates Used for NE RESALE Calcu lati ons

Reaction Log A ‘7 E (kcal/mol )

1. H + NF2 HF(O) + NF (a~~) 13 ± .3 .5 1.2 ± 1

2. H + NF(b1z~)+ HF(0) + N 13 ± .3 .5 2.3 ± 3

3. H + NF( a~~) HF( 0) + N 13 ± .3 .5 3.0 ± 2

4. H+ NF (X3ti-~ HF( 0) + N 13 ± 1 .5 1.2 ± 2

5. N + N F 2~~ N2 +2F 12.4 ± .7 .5

6. N + N F ( X 3t~) -
~~ N2 + F 12.6 ± .7 .5

7. N + NF (a~~) ~~- N2 + F 12.6 ± .7 .5

8. N + N F ( b 1z~ ) -
~~ N2 + F 12.6 ± .7 .5

9. 2NF(X 3z1 N2 + 2F 12 ± 1 .5

10. 2NF(a~~) -
~ N2 + 2F 12 ± 1 .5 46.

11. 2NF(b1z~ ) N 2 + 2F 12 ± 1 .5 3.

12. NF(b 1E~ ) -
~~ NF(X 3E )  1.8 ± .1 (sec~~)

13. NF(a~~) -
~~ NF(X 3E )  0 ± .15 (sec~~)

14. NF(a~~) + NF (b 1
~ ’) -

~~ N2 + 2F 12 ± 1 .5 24.

15. NF(X 3z1 + NF ( b1z~) -~~ N2 + 2F 12 ± 1 .5

16. NF(X 3z~ ) + NF(a 1t~) -
~~ N2 + 2F 12 ± 1 .5 17.

17. NF(b 1E~ ) + NF 2 N2F2 + F 12 ± .7 .5 1.6 ± 2

18. NF(a 1 A ) + NF2 -‘ N2F2 + F 12 ± .7 .5 4 ± 3

19. NF(X 3Z )  + NF2 N2F2 + F 12 ± .7 .5 1.6 ± 3

20. N2F2 + NE 2 HF 3 + N2 + F 12 ± 1 .5 30.

21. HF(2) + NF(a~~) HF (0)  + NF ( b1z~) 11. 5 ± .3 .5
11.5 ± .3 .5 .83 ± .1

22. HF(3) + NF(a ~~) : HF(1) + NF(b 1z~) 12.4 t .7 .5
12.4 ± .7 .5 .14 ± .1
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Table 12. (Continued)

Kineti c Rates Used for HF RESALE Calculations

Reaction Log A ‘7 E(kcal /mol )

23. NF3 + He -
~~ NF 2 + F + He 16.6 ± .7 48 ± 5

24. F + H2 -~ HF(1) + H 13.4 0 1.6

25. F + H2 HF(2) + H 13.9 0 1.6

26. F + H2 + HF(3) + H 13.6 0 1.6
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calculations , the rates in Table 12 were used . This set of rates was

obtained from John Herbelin at Aerospace Corporation . The F + H2 rates

were added to the set of NF rates . One limitation of this set of rates

is the HF rates . None of the quenching rates for HF(v) were Included to

keep computer times short. This could lead to an overestimation of HF (b 1z~ )

state densities since the pri ncipal pumping mechanisms for this state are

reactions 21 and 22 which involve vibrationa lly excited HF.

The rates In Table 12 were put i nto the RESALE-l computer program with

initial conditions approximating those present in the combustion experiments.

The pri ncipal uncertainti es In the Initial conditions were in the amounts

of F’and NE2 radical s present. Most runs were made assuming that the F-

atom concentration was equivalent to that obtained if all the H2 in the

combustor was converted to HF and F. It was also assumed that the N2F4
was totally dissociated to NF2 radicals. The version of RESALE used did

not include a mixing model although it did allow gas expansion from a

nozz le .

The RESALE calculations predicted number densities that were consistantly

a factor of 10 hIgher than those observed experimentally. However, on a

relati ve basis , the calculations fit the plots of NF ‘b” state intensity

versus distance very well. They also predicted the behavior of HF density

with increasing N2F4 flow quite well in a relative sense. Plots of relative

intensity from HF “b” state versus Nj4 flow are shown in Figure 49. One

run was made in which it was assumed that half the NE2 radicals had recombined

with fluorine atoms to produce HF3. The densities predicted for this run

were only slightly lower than in the equivalent run where there was twi ce

as muc h NV 2. The RESALE calculations predicted that the HF “a” state
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density was a factor of 5 higher than that of the Ubu state . However , these

calculations will predict higher “b” state densities because a complete set

of HF rates was not inc luded. The HF chesniluminescence data indicates that

the RESALE calculations predict the HF(l) and HF(2) concentrati ons to be a

factor of 10 higher than observed experimentally. Thus , it is likely that

there is a factor of 10 error in the calculation of NF “b” state density

but that the predicted NF “a” state density should be almost correct. The

calculations predict NV “a” state densities of the order of 3 x

molecules/cc which is reasonable for the flow and pressure conditions used .

There were two limitations in the present experiments which prevented

scaling of the NF intensi ties. The main limitation was the manner in which

the N2F4 was mixed i nto the flow. Experiments showed that more intense

NF emissions were obtained as the Nj4 was injected closer to the expansion

nozzle. Thus, it appeared that addition of N2F4 right at the nozzle through

a reasonable mixi ng system would have been ideal . We considered attempting

to premix hydrogen and N2F4. However , risks of explosion outweighed the

advantages that would have been achieved in mixing the N2F4 into the flow .

The other limi tation was the pressure range for which the laser used was

designed to operate. Increasing flows and pressures tended to increase

temperatures to unacceptable levels for the manner in which the laser was

run. If the Nj4 could have been injected closer to the nozzle throat ,

diluent could have been used to cool the system for higher pressure operation .

The addition of N2F4 in the cavity required no diluent operati on which meant

very high temperatures were achieved in the laser cavity . The system could

probably be redesigned wi th a mixing noz zle for N2F4 that would allow mcre

efficient operation.
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The present experiments did not come close to achieving the NF (a~~)

state number densiti es that would be required for lasing . Because of the

long lifetime of this state , densiti es of the order of l0~~ molecules /cc of

the NE (a~~) state would be required to obtain any type of reasonable gain.

This is almost a factor of ~~ above the densities achieved in the present

system. Increasing pressures from 1.5 torr to 150 torr could give a factor

of 102 but even this would be marginal. It appears that for this reason ,

the NF (a) state may be better used as an energy transfer donor to some

other state. However , detailed calculations would be required to fully

evaluate whether a system capable of lasing in a CW mode is feasible.
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